THE FREE
FRIDAY PATTERN
Glitch BY BORGO DE' PAZZI

Vintage Signorina
Bag

I wanted to contrast a modern yarn as Glitch with a vintage shape.
This bag is knitted into 2 pieces, front and back, worked flat, from bottom to top,
sewn together and finally completed with the wooden handles.
No matter if you can't find the exact same handles, you just need to find ones with a 20 cm
sewing surface approx, so you can get a curled effect even on the top of your bag.

SIZE: 40x30 cm after sewing, handles excluded.
MATERIAL:
- YARN: 3: 400GR GLITCH Borgo de' Pazzi Firenze
12mm straight knitting needle (or the right size to obtain the right gauge)
scissors
wool needle or 12mm crochet hook to sew.
wooden handles
GAUGE:
10x10 cm square: 10 stitches worked in stockinette for 12 rows
STITCHES & ABBREVIATIONS:
ST: stitch
KFB: knit in front and back (increase)
K2TG: knit two stitches togheter (decrease)
K: knit
P: purl

Copying and reproduction of the contents and images in any form is prohibited. The redistribution and publication of unauthorized content
and images is prohibited. Always credit and declare the designer and the original yarn for any work based on this pattern.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on 29 stitches with your favorite method.
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1: K
2: P
3: K1, (KFB, K1) until last ST, K1 in the last ST.
4_26: work in stockinette stitch, starting witha P row.
27: K1, (K2TOG, K1) until last ST, K1 in the last ST.
28: P
29: cast off.

Repeat for the second side.
Assembling:
Lay the two sides of the bag on the table, the right side of the work must be INSIDE.
Your cast off sts must be on the top and free from sewing.
Close the bottom and the sides with mattress stitch or, if you prefer, with a crochet slip
stitch round along the edges.
Turn the bag insideout: the right side must be on the outside.
At this point attach the wooden handles: pay attention to give a little ruffle effect while sewing.
Enoy your vintage Signorina bag !
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